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Chairlady’s note:  

Malo-e-lelei friends and colleagues,  

We are pleased to launch what will be the 

beginning of our MORDI Tonga quarterly e-

newsletters as so much has transpired over the 

years. Even the short amount of time from 

January to today, development has been made 

to Component 1 of Community Development 

and Component 2 in advancing Sustainable 

Economic Livelihoods of our target communities. 

This issue brings to light these works as we hope to 

deepen and broaden our partnerships with the 

community and our development partners.  

2020 was the dawn of a new era and as we 

transition into 2021, we are still learning to cope 

with the new world we find ourselves in. While 

COVID-19 has halted some of our activities from 

last year, and in turn pushing TRIP II back by 

another year – we are still forging ahead. Since 

Australia’s Bureau of Meteorology announced La 

Nina in effect over our region last year, we have 

been very aware of the changes to our 

environment. La Nina has brough on further 

challenges to our works and the daily lives of 

every Tongan citizen. We are experiencing much 

more rainfall than before and as a result has 

impacted more than our works – it directly 

impacts our rural communities, our agriculture 

sector, exacerbates hygiene and sanitation issues 

to flood prone communities often the most 

vulnerable of society.  

Rural resilience and development activities 

carried out from MORDI Tonga have been 

directly linked to the biggest achievements we 

have been able to establish – Community 

Development Plans. It is directly aligned with 

many of our national policies such as TSDF, TASP, 

Climate Change Policy and more especially to 

international policies such as SDG’s. While it may 

not explicitly be outlined in CDP’s these priority 

plans are driven by forces of climate change and 

disaster responses of the communities. In all the 

works and processes of MORDI, I am proud as a 

woman to see Gender Equality and Social 

Inclusion considerations remains a focus of its 

works.  

The e-newsletter is our effort with our 

Communications Team to raise awareness and 

transparency of our engagements in our target 

communities. Over the years MORDI Tonga has 

flourished and with the successful completion of 

TRIP I we have moved on to implement TRIP II that 

started in 2018. Follow us on our social media 

platforms for daily updates and we appreciate 

the profound support you all have shown. We 

hope you continue to do so as we work through 

this year.  

On behalf of MORDI Tonga I would like to extend 

to you my heartfelt appreciation for the support 

of our partners and our communities. I would also 

like to invite you to peruse our new blog to find 

links to published works including the works by 

Steven Underhill of the University of Sunshine 

Coast and collaboration of MORDI for Post-

harvest Handling Systems Study and an extensive 

examination of COVID-19 impacts on farmers, 

market vendors and consumers. Until our next 

issue.  

 

Malo ‘aupito,  

Dr Seu’ula Johansson FUA.  

 
Cover photo: Participants on IWD 2021 
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COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT AND MOBILISATION 
(COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PLANS) 

Starting the new year off right, the work MORDI has 

started from 2017 since its commencement of Tonga 

Rural Innovation Project (TRIP) II continues despite delays 

from COVID-19. The global pandemic coupled with 

changes brought on by Lã Nina season has put pressures 

on what activities can be done and what needs to be 

paused. However, if you have been diligently following 

our daily activities through our Facebook page you will 

see that much work has been done as far as planning 

and revising Community Development Plans (CDPs).  

Process of Community 

Development Plans 

TRIP I engaged with 60 communities in which each 

community worked towards the development of the first 

comprehensive set of Community Development Plans 

(CDPs). The additional 62 communities underwent the 

similar processes of capacity development undergone 

by the TRIP I communities. That is MORDI Tonga working 

with the District Officers (DO’s) and Town Officers (TO’s) 

to strengthen the essential community-based planning 

and development process skills – incorporating Gender 

Equality and Social Inclusion (GESI) considerations and 

climate resilience strategies and techniques into the 

designs of the CDPs. In sum, the CDPs would capture the 

highest priorities the community has identified that will be 

the basis for the development activities the community 

will undertake. 

To assist the TO’s, the community elected Community 

Facilitators (CFs) to not only assist the TOs but also assist 

with community activities in preparing and implementing 

the CDP’s and eventually the Community Agricultural 

Development Plans (CADP’s). These CF’s will undergo the 

same capacity building trainings the TO’s have and 

members will also be required to be 40% female. It goes 

without saying that TRIP I communities will already have 

trained officials and CF’s and further engagements now 

are much more enriching and fulfilling on their part as 

they have seen the changes the community have 

undergone. They also become champions for the work 

MORDI carries out and for the remainder of the new 

communities to model after.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When undertaking a community infrastructure, 

Community Interest Groups (CIG’s) will be required to fill 

out Community Economic Infrastructure Grant (CEIG) 

application forms. These will also include an all-inclusive 

technical design, bill of quantities, budget and 

description of social and environmental mitigation 

measures, proof of an agreement for use of land or other 

assets to be used during operation and detailed 

organizational and financial plan for community 

economic infrastructure operations and maintenance.  

 

 

Photo 1: ‘Otea Community Participatory Planning for CDP in 2012, pictured here are the women’s group while 

the other groups (men and youth) were also present  

 

Photo 2: Part of the participants at the ‘Otea Community consultation 

program in March 2021. Discussions and engagement were about their 

CDP sub projects.  
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At every entry point of the process there are always 

considerations for GESI and climate resilience as is with 

the CEIG application forms.  

These forms are vetted by MORDI staff against 

operational feasibility and compliance with social, 

economic, environmental and climate resilience eligible 

criteria.  

Due to the nature of the processes of rural development 

through CDP’s and CADP’s, development is pushed from 

the ground up. The CDP’s will be consolidated to District 

Development Plans (DDP’s) that are handed to DO’s 

who will lodge these documents to the Local 

Government. These documents are available to the 

Government of Tonga and development partners and 

agencies whom are interested in investing in these 

development needs of the community.  

MORDI Tonga has seen to the completion of 47revised 

CDP’s and the completion of 59 newly developed CDP’s 

in the first quarter.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

First quarter work with Local Government. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our work this quarter has been assisting the 

Local Government in facilitating meetings for 

their representative in capacity building with 

these TO’s and DO’s. The trainings have been 

in assisting the officials how to write monthly 

progress reports on the development of their 

respective constituent’s community 

development. These are fundamental 

elements of raising transparency of 

development on the ground thereby creating 

accountability and tracking system so work is 

not duplicated.  

By investing in the TO’s and DO’s and upskilling 

these officials in their capacity to be self-

monitoring and reporting, we envisage a 

resilient community to be able to lead their 

own participatory planning for development. 

They will be equipped with the skills to guide in 

planning, managing and maintaining 

community resilient economic infrastructures.  

  

 

 

Photo 4: ‘Alaki-Fonua Community representatives of 

community groups gather to review sub projects guided 

by their CDP’s. 

Photo 3: Community consultation with Talasiu Community of sub-

projects including Lapaha District Water Tank Project of which they 

are under.  

 

Photo 5: Assisting District Officer and Town Officers of Nukunuku District with monthly report 

writing.  
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Community consultations off to a roll in first quarter.  

Visits to target communities for the first 

quarter were to ensure steady 

engagement with consultations regarding 

the next phase of work. The startup 

meetings are an opportune time for 

community members along with officials 

to address their priorities laid out in their 

CDP’s. The discussions are driven by the 

CDP’s and the progress of their work. For a 

new year it is a great time to revise their 

works and allow time to reflect on 

upcoming activities.  

Some groups addressed food and nutrition 

issues with Women’s Groups and their 

homestead gardens, other Common 

Interest Groups with cluster farming 

including recipients ready for the roll out of 

the Lapaha District Water Tanks.  

Encouraging community and public 

involvement at every phase of the process 

allows for prioritization of community 

planning process and implementation to 

be community driven. TRIP I has attested to 

the success of consistent communication 

and involvement of the process for higher 

rates of community buy in and promotes a 

healthier and active participation from the 

communities.  

Embedded in the system is a mechanism 

to handle complaints and grievances that 

enhances community engagement. 

These complaints, inquiries and grievances 

are systematically recorded and followed 

up therefore providing feedback loop 

system.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Photo 6: Lape Community’s wharf in 2012 was in much need of repair as it is necessary for entry and exit 

of its community members.  

Photo 7: As the MORDI Team visited Lape Community in March 2021, there is a huge 

contrast to what this sleepy island was almost a decade ago.  

Photo 8: Part of the participants that gathered for the revised CDP planning with 

MORDI Tonga staff that visited for consult in March 2021. 
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Preparedness is always best policy: COVID-19 awareness campaigns 

continue. 

Tonga is among the smallest of nations in the Pacific to 

be spared the devastating infection of COVID-19. So far, 

our government has been working diligently to ward off 

any cases from breaching our borders. Tonga however 

has not been spared the effects of COVID-19 one of the 

major contributing sectors to our economy – tourism has 

been crippled and there are rippling effects of border 

closures felt all the way through agriculture down to our 

rural communities.  

Running off of programs last year in raising awareness of 

COVID-19 precautionary measures the community can 

undertake from the offset, this first quarter the campaign 

continues. The old adage of “ta e lango kei mama’o”, 

refers to always being prepared. Lango refers to the logs 

that canoes and ships would roll on to launch into the 

ocean. In cases of emergency or immediate departure 

the ‘lango’ must always be at ready. Much like the 

awareness programs carried out to the target 

communities, preparation is always best.  

Each consultation has also included a briefing of the virus 

including hygiene and sanitation procedures outlined in 

printed material in Tongan language made available for 

the communities. For more information or to access the 

COVID-19 booklet visit our blog – links are provided at the 

end of this publication.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Photo 10: Part of the participants at consultation with 

Lavengatonga Community browse COVID-19 material 

during campaign.  

Photo 11: Part of the participants at consultation with 

Pelehake Community’s cluster farming group also take 

time to leaf through COVID-19 material.  

Photo 9: Part of the participants at consultation with Lavengatonga Community browse COVID-19 material during 

campaign.  
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Helping ourselves first: Serious about Staff training and development. 

Before the staff are able to engage with the 

community, they must be well versed in what they 

do. An expert is often called upon to give our staff 

members training on technical operations, much 

like ones we have had in the past with the mobile 

sawmill operation safety handling in 2018. The 

Lapaha Water Tank Project needed the technical 

expertise of Mr Roger Hausia who was on site to give 

a training of hardstand designs, the importance of 

these dimensions to ensure effective delivery of 

rainwater to the tanks and back into homes. The 

training covered important topics from proper 

guttering installations, maintenance and handling 

of the tanks in times of disaster that may affect the 

tanks if not properly cared for.  

The team’s training has been a huge factor in 

ensuring the implementation of the project is not 

only efficient but effective. The knowledge they 

have learned from the on-site training coupled with 

lessons learned over the years have been 

transferred to the community. Prior to the rollout of 

the tanks the community held a meeting to consult 

with each other as to whom the beneficiaries were. 

The criterion in selecting and prioritizing the 

benefactors were based upon their identification of 

households that had no tanks prior to the project, 

households with vulnerable groups and it was 

determined that the most important factor had to 

be that the households had a sound roofing system.  

The roofing system had to be in place to ensure 

water being captured was not compromised, 

thereby undermining the project’s goals and 

severely undercutting the sustainability of these 

water tanks.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Photo 12: Part of the participants at consultation with Lavengatonga Community browse COVID-19 material 

during campaign.  

 

 

Photo 13: MORDI Staff and Afa Community’s Water Committee and 

recipient after receiving guttering training get to working.    

Photo 14: Recipients of water tank in Talafo’ou now access clean 

water. 
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International Women’s Day (IWD2021) 2021 “Choose to Challenge” 

March 8th 2021 marked International Women’s Day and 

it was a perfect opportunity to open the doors to 

welcome Women’s Groups from Nakolo, Talasiu, 

Haveluliku and Kala’au. These groups have requested to 

visit HQ’s to see the work the staff are doing on the 

grounds. The demonstration plots are always a crowd 

favorite as it is a living testament of the work the staff 

undertake and are teaching the target communities. 

Because of the large turnout for the day, the women 

were divided into 3 groups with over 10 destinations on 

site to visit. Each site had a team member on hand to 

engage in a live show and tell with the women’s groups 

and much to their delight they were given an opportunity 

to get their hands dirty! 

The tour began where all planting starts with – soil. The 

ladies were shown to the soil shed and were given a 

tutorial on the importance of soil, the inclusion of mulch 

which can be sourced from any organics. The best mulch 

sources is often organic materials around the garden – 

mulch can be sourced from vegetation destroyed and 

damaged after strong winds and cyclones.  

These women’s groups are engaged with either cluster 

farming groups or with their own homestead gardens. 

Their interest in best agricultural practices stem from their 

own needs identified in their CDP’s.  

Shortly after these visits these women’s groups received 

their share of vegetable seedlings. Their priority needs 

being identified through their CDP’s links in with 

considerations for food and nutrition security, climate 

change and disaster risk. Every homestead garden that 

received vegetable seedlings were also given a step-by-

step demonstration from the staff of how to plant their 

seedlings.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Photo 15: A group being informed of processing agricultural products that takes place in Factory Zero.  

Photo 17: Another group of women take the challenge and plant a 

few rows of vegetable seedlings at the Demonstration plot.   

 

Photo 16: In the nursery propagating Anthuriums, it seemed like the 

crowd favorite of the day.  
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Two communities mobilize loved ones that are disabled with 

wheelchairs and ramps 

Fotuha’a and Hunga are one of the most challenging 

islands to access due to its geological characteristics. 

There are 3 landing sites on Fotuha’a which in itself still 

provides a challenge to those wanting to get on and off 

the island. The island is amongst the most elevated outer 

islands with sheer cliffs around its coastal areas making 

landing sites by sea almost impossible and a treacherous 

one to attempt by the inexperienced. The island 

infrastructure still under developed with unpaved roads 

prove to be a challenge for the disabled and elderly. 3 

families have been identified living in Fotuha’a Ha’apai 

to have disabled loved ones with inadequate 

equipment. Most challenging for these marginalized 

groups are often times their very own homes are not 

wheelchair accessible thereby imprisoning them in their 

very own homes. This is a growing concern especially 

during emergencies and disasters.  

Hunga, Vava’u almost mirrors the same access 

restrictions disabled and elderly have for their own homes 

and around the island. Although Hunga has a port and 

from a previous engagement with MORDI the community 

was able to make a major facelift to their major road 

allowing more access of the community to the main 

market – there still remains the challenge of trekking from 

the port to the village that sits on a plateau.  

MORDI partnered through TRIP II with the Church of 

Latter-Day Saints that provided the wheelchairs, Mr 

Siosaia Vakasiuola with the Rehabilitation Department 

under the Ministry of Health Tonga, CARE Australia 

mobilizing funds from Bureau of Humanitarian Affairs 

(USAID, OFDA) pulled off a great initiative for the disabled 

of Fotuha’a and Hunga. The target families home were 

retrofitted with ramps allowing them the freedom to 

move in and out; and for some it was the first time in years 

to be outdoors.  

 

 

 

 

Photo 19: One of the young recipients of the 

ramp and wheelchair program in the Fotuha’a 

Ha’apai Community.   

Photo 18: “Fanga-‘one’one, one of the 3 exits onto Fotuha’a island, fraught with danger it is one of the most 

difficult to exit and enter by sea. These photos were captured in 2011 during a MORDI trip.   

Photo 20: One of the elderly recipients of the 

ramp and wheelchair program in the Fotuha’a 

Ha’apai Community.   
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COMMUNITY INVESTMENT 
 (Resilient Community Infrastructure based on CDPs) 

Harvesting & processing pine logs on site made easier with portable 

saw mill. 

As part of any resilient community infrastructure that is a 

result of MORDI Tonga’s engagement with target 

communities – the financial arrangements tap into a 

mixture of Community Economic Infrastructure Grants 

(CEIGs), in kind and or cash donations from the 

community, and possibly other sources be it district, 

provincial or government. Common Interest Groups 

(CIGs) were established in TRIP I formerly know as Working 

Groups whereby an account was created for deposit of 

cash contributions were funneled into, ready for 

implementation phase. Any remaining cash is to go 

towards the operations and maintenance of the 

economic infrastructure.  

The Lapaha District Water Tank Project required resources 

such as timber for the construction of hardstand frames 

which the tanks will sit upon. Each component of the 

design has been meticulously designed by experts to 

ensure the longevity of the rainwater catchment systems. 

Part of the community in kind donations included timber 

trees from their tax allotments. These pine trees were 

donated to the project and duly processed on site at 

MORDI HQ’s.  

The portable sawmill used to process the logs was a 

donation through Pacific Horticulture and Agricultural 

Market Access (PHAMA) during recovery works MORDI 

undertook post TC Gita 2018. PHAMA also organized for 

Level 5 certified trainer from Australia Ms Lindsay Vutilolo 

to deliver training on safe operations of the portable 

sawmill at MORDI HQ’s.  

The portable sawmill and the valuable training are put to 

great use as evident in the works undertaken by the 

processing of these pine trees.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 21 -23 L-R: Pine logs donated as part of in-kind contributions for processing by the portable sawmill at HQ’s. The 

timber from these logs were used for hardstand forms for the Lapaha Water Tank Project. Saw dust is used for mulch and 

compost.  

 

Photo 22 

Photo 23 
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Piecing the Water Tank Project in Lapaha District puzzle - one at a 

time.  

Accessing clean, safe and potable drinking water is more 

than just the delivery of water tanks to the communities 

of Lapaha District. There are several steps to the process 

that precede the water, as a matter of fact – water tanks 

are the last of the project puzzle.  

As previously discussed, the due process of which a 

Community prioritizes its needs are outlined in their 

respective CDP’s. In the project formulation stage, a 

detailed study is conducted to assess the current 

situation of the drinking water facilities; creating a 

baseline will also add support to the validity of the 

project. The fundraising component commences as well 

as submission of project proposals to the CEIG. Once the 

funds are secured various materials needed for the 

project are procured. First will be the procurement of 

guttering supplies which are then mobilized to each 

target community.  

The beneficiaries of the project have already been 

identified from the start and unanimously agreed upon 

by the community as a whole. When the guttering 

supplies are ready to disperse, the beneficiaries are 

called upon by the MORDI Staff to deliver training on the 

installation and maintenance of the guttering systems. 

The staff have been well trained by experts and once the 

guttering is installed a final inspection is made to ensure 

it was executed accordingly to these instructions. 

Following the guttering installations and training, the next 

step is procuring materials for the tank stands and are 

distributed to the communities. A similar process of 

installation and training follows for the tank stands and a 

final inspection to make sure it is up to standards. Finally, 

the water tanks are distributed to the communities along 

with a team that is dispatched to install the downpipes 

and water spouts. The tank is then tied down to prevent 

it from being lifted in any cases of strong winds. The final 

hand off involves a final overall inspection by a team 

from the tank suppliers, representatives of the 

communities (often times the Water Committee), the 

Town Officer and District Officer, MORDI team and a civil 

engineer to do the final once over. 

 

 

 

L Photo 24-26 L-R: Water tanks being delivered to the communities of Lapaha District, guttering and hardstand are in 

place and the last to be installed are the tanks, downpipe and the faucet.  

 

Photo 25 

Photo 26 
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IMPROVEMENT TO TAX ALLOTMENTS 
(Improved and Climate Resilience Agroforestry Systems on Household’s Tax Allotments) 

Seed and plant stocks – the gift that keeps on giving.  

According to IPCC Fifth Special Report, human 

activities has seen to the sudden spike of greenhouse 

gas since the industrial period which has led to global 

warming. The increase of severity and frequency in 

natural disasters and other effects of climate change 

has severely been felt in the Pacific and here in Tonga. 

The phenomenon of La Nina according to the Bureau 

of Australian Meteorology has seen to the increase of 

rainfall from 2020 to the first quarter of this year however 

there may be lingering effects. The South West Pacific 

islands will experience little to no rainfall that will already 

strain their dwindling water resources.  

In order to combat onsets of disaster, build the 

communities resilience to climate change MORDI has 

been working in multiplying their stock of plant seeds 

and cultivars. These resources are available to the 

communities that have identified food insecurity as a 

priority in their CDP’s and have established cluster 

farming groups. These cluster farms are trained 

sustainable land practices such as agroforestry and are 

given climate resilient and high-quality seedlings.  

The HQ’s is a perfect ground for multiplication of plants 

and cultivars that are dispersed to these cluster farmers. 

There are other various grounds including Villa Estate 

and the newly launched ‘Api-ko-Fatai of Vava’u.  

Through lessons learned from cultivating different 

varieties MORDI Tonga is able to choose and select the 

ideal varieties of plants to distribute to the target 

communities.  

There are also considerations that surplus can provide 

economic livelihoods for these farmers but the main 

focus is food security. It is a much-needed boost as we 

are currently seeing the effects of shipments with 

imported foods lagging in logistics due to COVID-19 

and unintended events such as the Evergreen blocking 

of Suez Canal.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 27 & 28 Top - Bottom: Harvesting taro varieties in the demonstration plot to send to Vava’u; open 

pollinated corn being planted on site for multiplication to disperse to target 

Photo 28 
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Increasing availability of fruit producing trees in Tonga – genesis 

project of citrus.  

Pilot plots of citrus of two locations in Tongatapu 

and ‘Eua have provided valuable insights over 

the years since MORDI Tonga launched its citrus 

orchards. Since then, the work continues and 

this first quarter the team have continued to 

transplant citrus rootstock on HQ demonstration 

plots.  

Tonga is still heavily reliant on imported fruits, 

due to unsustainable farming and maintenance 

of fruiting trees that were once abundant in 

Tonga most if not all fruit bearing trees have but 

disappeared. Reintroducing fruit bearing trees 

will increase local selections of nutritious foods. 

Being amongst the most obese people per 

capita it is a fundamental reason to support this 

initiative. Facing stresses to imports as a result of 

COVID-19 and stressors from climate change 

and disasters our food system is need much 

need of these projects.  

The pilot plots of citrus in ‘Eua is doing very well 

and it is predicted that the fruits may be ready 

for the market this year. This will be provided for 

processing in the Multi-Purpose Packhouse 

‘Ao’ao-kia-Masiva in ‘Eua.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 29-31: Citrus plots of ‘Eua have now matured and have been maintained as part of previous project    

 

Photo 30  

Photo 31  
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IMPROVEMENT TO PRACTICE HOME GARDENING 

(Improved and climate resilience home gardens) 

Preparations for tropical cyclones.  

By late February Tonga had been through 10 Tropical 

Depressions and all were keeping a keen eye and ear to 

the Meteorology Department. Most Tongans are very 

wary when it comes to cyclone season and even when 

it is over it truly isn’t out of one’s mind that one can 

possibly develop outside these parameters as nature 

knows no bounds. As we learn to live with these new 

conditions, Tongans have adapted their behaviour 

towards disaster, once laxidasical in attitude Tongans are 

now preparing ahead of time.  

One of the ways MORDI has equipped its staff to respond 

to disasters and climate change are pruning large trees 

to maintain a stout height. It has less stress on the trunk 

when strong winds blow and decreases incidences of 

fallen trees – as witnessed during TC Gita in 2018.  

While these Tropical Depressions are announced the 

team at HQ worked rapidly to disassemble the nursery in 

preparation for a TD that eventually became a cyclone 

warning. This was done to reduce damages that would 

be sustained to the structure in case of strong winds.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Photo 33: MORDI Staff member pruning breadfruit trees on HQ. 

   

Photo 32: Some of the Tropical Depression warning systems in the region in the first quarter.     
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Nursery seedlings, transplanting seedlings – all in a day’s work.  

While mother nature was being finicky, work continued 

at MORDI Tonga. Most of the work completed in the first 

quarter were focused on nursery seedlings and 

transplanting these into trays. A majority of the seedlings 

were vegetable seedlings destined to target 

communities home gardens. These seedlings included 

bok choy, lettuce, tomatoes, bell peppers/capsicum, 

including open pollinated dwarf beans, cucumber and 

carrot seeds and corn kernels. Work has been done for 

nurseries in Molipeli Nursery ‘Eua, Tongatpau and Vava’u.  

These vegetable seedlings have been distributed to 

women’s groups in target communities and a training 

demonstration was completed at each community. 

These trainings equip the women with the skills to plant 

their seedlings to maximize yields. Following the 

distributions of the seedlings, a team from MORDI will visit 

to ensure the seedlings have been planted and 

according to demonstration delivered.  

Part of these trainings and those delivered at HQ’s 

include the use of sustainable and environment friendly 

use of organic fertilizers, use and making of mulch and 

compost. The community groups have been trained to 

source organics that are available to them either from 

their tax allotments or at home from scraps, leaves etc. 

MORDI Tonga was able to source river tamarinds that are 

considered weeds by farmers from a tax allotment. It was 

brought back to HQ to process as mulch, compost and 

fertilizer.  

It is the hopes that these practices can encourage 

farmers to use these organic methods in their farming so 

soil degradation is lessened but most importantly that the 

food is not tainted for end consumers from heavy use of 

chemicals. Chemicals in pesticides not only affects the 

soil but it has greater effects as run off into the ocean 

disrupting marine biodiversity as seen in the effects of run 

offs from banana farms along the coast of Queensland – 

in turn it has seriously impacted the Great Barrier Reef. 

Chemicals in pesticides also can be detrimental to 

underground aquifers of which a majority of mainland 

Tongatapu sources its water and is number one source of 

water for Tongan nationals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

Photo 35: MORDI Staff members processing seeds stored ready for 

distribution to target communities.   

 

Photo 34: Community Women Group finishing off a demonstration plot in improving home gardens.      
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Anthuriums – floriculture providing sustainable economic 

livelihoods.  

Ornamental plants have been collected by the MORDI 

Staff and the most popular and coveted amongst the 

Tongans are the Anthuriums. As part of a project MORDI 

is undertaking they have partnered with community 

members requesting for their Anthurium plants to 

propagate and will return once propagations have 

succeeded.  

Tongan occasions have always called for the use of 

fresh flowers and floriculture has not only been a great 

source of income for Tonga but is evident there is a 

robust international market and demand for flowers. By 

propagating the Anthuriums and other flowers will allow 

women in target communities to propagate their own 

and create small businesses.  

The stock on hand is still very limited and the team have 

been working hard at propagating and maintain the 

mother plants and the new propagations in the nursery. 

A huge interest has been shown on our social media so 

we are hopeful that once this is implemented many will 

not have a hard time finding consumers online. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

Photo 36-39 clockwise: MORDI Staff members propagating Anthuriums donated from target community home 

gardens    

 

Photo 37  

Photo 38  Photo 39  
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Waste not, want not - Saving today feeds tomorrow.  

MORDI Tonga has established Factory Zero as part of its 

service exertions, housed within the factory are 

machinery used for preservation of crops that are 

envisaged to help the communities. Breadfruit is one of 

the most food products of which 80% of it goes to waste 

annually. These problems with other crops and foods can 

be saved through processing of drying and turning into 

powdered form. The MORDI team were able to harvest 

breadfruit, moringa leaves, Ben-Imo sweet potatoes and 

maize through the process of drying and some further 

processed into powdered form.  

Over the years academic institutions have helped 

MORDI Tonga research the potential breadfruit can have 

especially for its target communities. MORDI Tonga has 

also provided trainings with women’s groups in target 

communities over the years using breadfruit flour and has 

reached out to private sector to pioneer dishes locally in 

hopes it can become part of the Tongan diet.  

Approximately ½ cup of breadfruit is packed with 25% of 

the RDA for fiber, and 5–10% of the RDA for protein, 

magnesium, potassium, phosphorus, thiamine (B1), and 

niacin (B3). Breadfruit also provides some carotenoids, 

such as β-carotene and lutein, which are not present in 

white rice or white potato. Best of all it is gluten and 

cholesterol free and has a moderate glycemic index.  

Factory zero has in the first quarter been processing not 

only breadfruit flour but also has included taro root. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Photo 40-42 clockwise: Processing moringa leaves and crops in Factory Zero. 

Photo 41  

Photo 42  
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H.E. Mr. Munenaga Kensaku visits MORDI Tonga as part of his first 

introduction to the Kingdom.  

The newly appointed Japanese Ambassador to Tonga 

HE Munenaga Kensaku visited MORDI HQ on January 

19th, 2021. The team were delighted to welcome HE as he 

was shown the grounds and briefed on the projects 

MORDI Tonga is involved with.  

HE showed a deep interest in the works MORDI 

undertakes in increasing nutritional alternatives to heavily 

processed foods using breadfruit. Breadfruit trees line 

along the demonstration plots of MORDI Tonga HQ’s and 

are pruned to maintain a small profile. The trees continue 

to grow and bear fruit in abundance but are 

strengthened against damages from strong winds as its 

centre of gravity is closer to the ground thus taking strain 

off the trunk.  

Breadfruit processed either by drying or turning into 

powdered form is a great and nutritional alternative for 

Tongans whose population are largely affected by Non-

Communicable Diseases due to poor nutrition and diets. 

Along with saving breadfruit production from going to 

waste, it allows for preservation of traditional food 

systems and modern recipes taught to MORDI staff. 

During the tour from HE Munenaga Kensaku, Factory Zero 

processed 4.5kg of dried breadfruit, 9.1kg moringa, 

19.7kg Ben-imo kumara and 162.2kg maize were 

processed that day alone.  

Through extensive research and close collaborations with 

academia, valuable input has seen to establishment of 

MORDI Tonga’s demonstration nurseries, collection of 

breadfruit seedlings, training of breadfruit propagation, 

and the completion of a breadfruit baseline survey. 

MORDI Tonga has also engaged with the communities 

over the years with training and networking workshop 

targeting women groups demonstrating the versatility 

breadfruit flour has for meals. Because breadfruit is 

climate and disaster resilient, during these periods of food 

insecurity the community will be able to survive through 

the use of these breadfruit products. As the world is open 

to discovering new superfoods, breadfruit is a great 

source of protein and dietary fibre. It is high in vitamins 

such as niacin, thiamine, vitamin A&C. Breadfruit flour is 

also an alternative for those who are gluten intolerant.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Photo 43 & 44: Mr Tevita Tukia showing HE Munenaga Kensaku around Factory Zero and the processing line of 

agricultural crops during his visit to MORDI Tonga HQ. 

Photo 44  
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Royal estate handed over for landless cluster farmers to use – 

combating food insecurity, increasing economic livelihoods and 

becoming climate and disaster resilient.  

Two communities of Vava’u Feletoa and Mataika have 

identified through their Community Development Plans 

several issues they face regarding their crippling 

livelihoods made worse by pressures they face in 

agriculture. 80% of the household’s income rely on 

agricultural production but with increasing onsets of 

climate change and natural disasters coupled with no 

access to arable land, sufficient skills and resources – 

these communities face an existential crisis. Farming is 

mainly for subsistence purposes with surplus of these 

agricultural yields making it to market to meet their 

financial needs. ‘ 

‘Api-ko-Fatai is an exemplary model of partnership 

between community farmers, the King and the initiative. 

The International Fund for Agricultural Development 

(IFAD) supports this initiative through its project Tonga 

Rural Innovation Project (TRIP) II under MORDI Tonga, 

where it seeks to promote Community Development and 

improve Sustainable Economic Livelihoods of rural 

communities. It is providing the project with training, 

cultivars and other resources. The cultivars provided 

include 15 varieties of taro, 2 varieties of sweet potatoes 

and corn, 4 varieties of cassava and 7 varieties of kava. 

The initiative in Vava’u is an extension of work that was 

initiated in Villa – a royal estate of His Majesty King Tupou 

VI who has taken lead in combating climate change and 

food security issues by offering royal estates to landless 

farmers and encouraging agricultural innovation.  

The cultivars provided in this project began with SPC 

funded Center for Pacific Crop and Trees (CePaCT). The 

cultivars were multiplied from the Villa estate and has 

been supplied to ‘Api-ko-Fatai. This by far is the largest in 

scale as far as cluster farming goes including being a 

multiplication plot. It also serves as model of good 

agriculral practices not only for Vava’u farmers but the 

Tongan farmers as a whole.  

The implications for agriculture combating climate 

change while ensuring food security for Tonga is 

tremendous to say the least. As a result of this initiative its 

direct beneficiaries will be 187 individuals from 37 

households but its widespread effects will impact at least 

13,551 of the Vava’u population as estimated by MORDI.  

To launch this initiative, their Majesties HM King Tupou VI 

and HM Queen Nanasipau’u visited the site with officials 

overseeing the project on Thursday March 18th 2021. 

Preceding the launch, members of the community and 

those involved presented a ha’unga to their majesties 

the evening before. Cluster farming on a large scale 

through utilization of royal estate is projected to ease the 

pressures of farmers in rural communities and is a much-

needed reprieve amidst the global chaos and turmoil 

taking place. Despite the chaos not reaching our shores 

preparation is key and the sustainability of our own 

people and food systems is vital.  

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 45: Their Majesties King Tupou VI and Queen Nanasipau’u at ‘Api-ko-Fatai to launch project 
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MORDI Tonga sits in on ‘Eua Development Committee meeting.  

The ‘Eua Development Committee is chaired by Hon. 

Tevita Lavemaau also the People’s Representative. Hon. 

Tevita Lavemaau is a fierce advocate for his 

constituency and is also a long-time champion of MORDI 

Tonga works. It is his dream of seeing development take 

place in ‘Eua that has seen ‘Eua catapulted with many 

milestones such as the building of various Multi-Purpose 

Halls during TRIP I that act as evacuation halls during 

disasters and also houses community members functions 

and weaving halls for women – an income generator for 

many households.  

The most noteworthy economic infrastructure completed 

by ‘Eua is the Multi-Purpose Packhouse named by King 

Tupou VI ‘Ao’ao-kia-Masiva. The Packhouse will enable 

‘Eua nationals to bring their agricultural products for 

processing ready for local, regional and international 

markets.  

The meeting with the Development Committee allows 

MORDI Tonga to report on their activities and provides 

further insight in their plans. Following the meeting, the 

‘Eua Development Committee launched new 

machinery it had fundraised for and purchased that now 

is housed in the Packhouse. It was envisioned by the 

Chairman Hon. Tevita Lavemaau to use this as ways to 

preserve and process root crops and discourage ‘Eua 

nationals from consumption of imported junk foods.  

 

 

Photo 46-48 clockwise: Part of the ‘Eua Development Committee that sat for a meeting this first quarter; ‘Eua 

Development Committee has also partnered in Malau Multi-Purpose Hall and ‘Eua Water Tank Project.  

Photo 47  

Photo 48  
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PUBLICATIONS. About MORDI Tonga 
It is our pleasure to share with you links to published works that have 

involved MORDI Tonga including links to our other social media 

platforms. Follow, like, share, comment as we continue our work. 

MORDI Tonga Trust’s has been working in Tonga 

since 2007 started with 22 target communities 

and now reach 122 communities throughout 

Kingdom. MORDI Tonga vision is to “Sustain rural 

communities through innovative partnerships” 

with the mission to “Collaborate with 

communities and facilitate partnership with 

stakeholders to enable sustainable living”. 

MORDI Tonga also acts as an advocate for poor 

rural women and men and promote awareness 

on the important of investment rural 

development and agriculture. 

 
 

Post-harvest loss along Tonga’s fruit and 

vegetable chains.  

 

COVID-19 Impacts on farmers, market 

vendors and consumers in Tonga, Fiji 

and Samoa.  

 
Conservation Agriculture and 

Sustainable Intensification (CASI).  

 

 

IFAD Story: Fai fatongia: one island’s 

path to food security, COVID mitigation 

and climate resilience 

 
IFAD Story: Upholding cultural traditions 

in Tonga 

 

  

Contact 
Mainstreaming of Rural Development 

Innovation Tonga Trust 

Vaha’akolo Road, Haveluloto,  

(P.O Box 996) Nuku’alofa, 

KINGDOM OF TONGA 

 

Tel: +676 24354 or +676 25995 

E-mail: social.media@morditonga.to 

URL: www.morditonga.to  
 

 
https://www.facebook.com/morditongatrust 

 
https://www.instagram.com/mordi_tonga/ 

 
https://www.twitter.com/morditonga?lang=en 

 
https://www.facebook.com/morditongatrust 

 

Photo of the quarter 

Staff of MORDI Tonga collecting breadfruit 

sucker  

https://morditongatrust.files.wordpress.com/2021/03/tongan-postharvest-technical-report-v-2.pdf
https://morditongatrust.files.wordpress.com/2021/03/tongan-postharvest-technical-report-v-2.pdf
https://morditongatrust.files.wordpress.com/2021/03/covid-19-impact-study-final-report_12122020.pdf
https://morditongatrust.files.wordpress.com/2021/03/covid-19-impact-study-final-report_12122020.pdf
https://morditongatrust.files.wordpress.com/2021/03/covid-19-impact-study-final-report_12122020.pdf
https://aciar.gov.au/media-search/blogs/pacific-farmers-fulfil-conservation-agriculture-dream
https://aciar.gov.au/media-search/blogs/pacific-farmers-fulfil-conservation-agriculture-dream
https://www.ifad.org/en/web/latest/photo/asset/42414656
https://www.ifad.org/en/web/latest/photo/asset/42414656
https://www.ifad.org/en/web/latest/photo/asset/42414656
https://www.ifad.org/en/web/latest/photo/asset/42475991
https://www.ifad.org/en/web/latest/photo/asset/42475991
mailto:social.media@morditonga.to
http://www.morditonga.to/

